
£700,000

Clay Lane
Redhill
Surrey



2 bathrooms

3 bedrooms

2 receptions rooms
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GUIDE PRICE: £700,000 - £750,000

Surrounded by gorgeous countryside this charming three-bedroom home is
perfect for those looking to get away from the main buzz of town for a spot
in the country. Neutral décor throughout will allow you to move in and add
your own personal touch, with a mixture of some original rustic features. 
The large entrance hall with original floorboard includes a cupboard under
the stairs to keep winter jackets tided away. 

To your immediate left is the home office, this would be the ideal space for
a playroom or separate dining room if the office wasn’t required. The
spacious separate living room is light and welcoming, the log burner is a
pretty feature and invites you to put your feet up and relax with a good
book in a cold winter evening. The conservatory brings in natural light and
offers you a place to perch where you can admire the views of the garden. 

The open plan kitchen/dining room has the original stone flooring,
comfortably fitting in a large dining table you can catch up with the family
at the end of the day whilst you are busy cooking something delicious. The
utility room allows you to keep white goods hidden and has additional
storage, from here you also have access to the downstairs W/C.

Outside, the pretty garden is easy to maintain, with a patio for the BBQ that
circles the home. The lawn is lined either side with flower beds and large
shrubbery adds additional privacy. A pathway leads you to the back of the
garden where you will find a quaint summer house with electrics, a lovely
little spot for a home office! 

Upstairs there are three doubled bedrooms, all with stunning views of the
surrounding fields. The master bedroom has an en-suite with walk in shower
and the family bathroom has a roll top bath and separate shower, so there
shouldn't be any quibbles when getting ready in the morning. 

Out the front of the property you have a sizable driveway and a detached
garage with side access to the garden.
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Thomas likes it
because....
"This is a lovely home, perfect for
those looking for a peaceful and
tranquil place to live, surrounding be
greenery. You're away from the main
buzz of town but just a short drive
away from the necessitates, local
schools and public transport."

"We love this house, it has treated us very well and we have lots of happy memories here. In
particular the views from the upstairs bedrooms are a joy to take in when we open the
curtains in the morning. We call our garden "our little sun trap" as it is very well sheltered from
wind, and we get sun in the garden year round making it excellent for entertaining and
enjoying time with the family. Our proximity to local amenities, train stations, pubs and dog
walks is great while retaining the feeling of rural living. In fact our regular explorations, not
only from our house by foot, but also in and around the neighboring villages of Outwood,
Godstone and Bletchingly have garnered some wonderful routes to take the dog out and
absorb the natural surroundings. Our neighbours and the local community are wonderful,
during the pandemic it has been great to see how we have all rallied around each other to
retain and somewhat improve on the sense of "normality" while we have been at home."


